**QUICK FACTS**

- No upfront fees or payments
- No credit check or asset verification required
- Servers, network, storage & firewalls
- 4 hour replacement SLA
- Lease-to-own or straight lease-to-return options
- Fast scalability with additional hardware
- Technicians on staff in all locations available 24x7x365 for support
- 100% SLA for colocation environments hosting Phoenix NAP hardware
- Flexible lease terms from 12 months to 36 months
- Aggressive server selections with latest Intel processors
- No expensive warranty or replacement fees or costs

**IT HARDWARE WITHOUT THE UPFRONT EXPENSE**

The easiest way for you to deploy new technology with no upfront cost, credit check or headaches.

**SAVE CAPITAL**

Our hardware leasing solutions require no up-front capital expense to deploy. There is no credit check or verification of assets either. A Phoenix NAP customer can request servers, network equipment, storage solutions and firewalls and have them in place in a matter of days.

**SCALE WITH SPEED**

Growing companies can add servers or storage as they need them. No capital or deposits. Clients can grow from 10 servers to 100 with one simple request.

**THE ULTIMATE SLA**

Full replacement of any defective servers in 4 hours or less. Faster than Dell. Faster than HP could ever dream. Thousands of components and parts in inventory … on location. No one can offer faster replacement of leased hardware.

**TOTAL FLEXIBILITY**

You can lease-to-own or a full return lease. Our leasing programs allow you to customize the term from 12 to 36 month leases. You can lease and refresh every 1, 2 or 3 years without the worry or cost of traditional replacement or upgrades.

**LOCATIONS**

Phoenix, AZ • Ashburn, VA • Amsterdam

sales@phoenixnap.com

877-749-2656
The most flexible, affordable and fastest way for your clients to deploy new hardware in one of three Phoenix NAP locations around the world.

Finally a hardware solution with no intensive upfront capital costs, expensive warranties, support issues or credit requirements. With Phoenix NAP Hardware Leasing you have multiple server options, Brocade™ network equipment and Sonic Wall by Dell Security Solutions with a simple monthly lease payment.

---

SERVERS
- Supermicro™ servers with Intel processors
- Blade, Single U and Fat Twin™ server options
- Latest Intel® processors available
- Multiple Operating Systems available
- Upgrades at any time

NETWORK SOLUTIONS
- Full Brocade™ catalog of options
- Routers and switches
- Initial switch configuration (basic) on request
- BGP announcements on request (/24 or larger required)
- Sonic Wall firewall solutions

STORAGE OPTIONS
- Supermicro™ 8 Drive Bay servers available
- SSD and SATA drive options
- Scalable storage for growth
- Ideal for data base & cloud storage

---
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Phoenix NAP • 3402 University Drive, Phoenix, Arizona 85034